
 THE EMSI/CCBENEFITS STRATEGIC ADVANTAGE (SA) TOOL speaks directly to some of the key 
components required in the new round of Community-Based Job Training Grants (CBJTGs), which ends 
October 31, 2007. According to the Soliciation for Grant Applications, total awards will be approximately 
$125 million, with $500,000-$2 million in grant monies awarded for each winning bid. For those not 
aware of all of the specifics of the Solicitation visit http://www.doleta.gov/sga/sga/SGA_07-01_Comm-
Based.pdf. 

 In this first “how-to” we’ll be focusing on the parts of the Solicitation for which the SA can retrieve 
economic data quickly and easily. The “Summary” section of the Solicitation describes the purpose of 
the CBJTGs this way: “Community-Based Job Training Grants will be awarded through a competitive 
process to support workforce training for high-growth/high demand industries through the national 
system of community and technical colleges.”

 Section I (C) of the Solicitation identifies 7 critical elements of CBJTGs:

 The SA will be especially applicable to elements 1 and 3 on this list. This document will deal spe-
cifically with the concerns applying to element 1. We’ll address element 3 subsequently.

 The Solicitation details the criteria required by element 1 in Section I(C)(1):

 

 You can easily use the SA to demonstrate criteria 1, 2, 3, and 5 on this list.

 At this point the road forks. Some schools will need to choose their focus industries and show 
the data to support their choice. Some schools will have already figured out which occupations or in-
dustries they’d like to focus on in their applications and will simply need to find the necessary data to 
support their decision. We’ll first deal with schools searching for industries, then we’ll show how to pull 
data for folks who’ve already chosen their industries.

“(1) A focus on skill and competency needs of high-growth/high-demand industries that are Locally 
Defined in the Context of the Regional Economy; (2) strategic partnerships; (3) industry-driven 
capacity building and training efforts; (4) leveraged resources; (5) replication of successful models for 
broad distribution; (6) clear and specific outcomes; and (7) integration with regional economic and 
talent development strategies.” 

A high-growth/high demand industry meets one or more of the following criteria: (1) Is projected to 
add substantial numbers of new jobs to the economy; (2) has a significant impact on the economy 
overall; (3) impacts the growth of other industries; (4) is being transformed by technology and 
innovation requiring new skill sets for workers; or (5) is a new and emerging business that is projected 
to grow. 

“
” 
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Industry Focus

How to Use EMSI’s StrategicAdvantage Tool for the 
Community-Based Job Training Grant: Part I



The following workflow will yield data corresponding directly to criteria 1 and 5 from Section I(C)(1) in the Solicitation. 
Enter the SA tool>>
Select a Region>>

In the banner at the top of your browser you’ll find a drop-down box. Either select the saved region encompassing 
your regional economy, or click “Create Region” to build your region from the county or ZIP level data you have ac-
cess to.

Click the Economic Forecaster tab from the SA start page>>
Click Industry tool>>
Click Jobs by Industry>>
Select Growth Period>>

Under “Timeframe” use the drop down boxes to select 2007 as the base year and 2012 as the projection year. We 
recommend this five year projection, but you can choose whatever range you like. 

Select Additional Columns>>

Unless there’s an element that you’d especially like to include from this section, leave these all unchecked.
Select Result Set>>

Under “Result Set” select the circle next to “Show All Industries.”
Click Run>>

SORTING FOR HIGH DEMAND

Once you’ve pulled back all of the North American Industry Classification System codes (NAICS codes) for your region, 
you’ll need to get more specific detail. To view all industries at the highest digit level of detail, go to the drop-down box at 
the top right of the page that currently says “All Levels.” Click the box and choose the “5 digit” option. The page will re-run, 
and return only the 5 digit level of detail. Now you can sort the table by any of the column headings.

SECTION I(C)(1): CRITERION 1

In order to find the industries adding the most jobs over the projection period, corresponding with criterion 1 in the 
Solicitation, click the heading which says “Change.” The table will re-run and return the 5 digit industry showing the most 
job growth over the period at the top, and listing the rest in descending order. Picking industries from the top of this list 
should meet the criterion of substantial numbers. Click on the industries you’d like to look into and they will turn green 
as you do. Click the “Trim” tab along the top of the table and then choose “Keep Selected Rows.” Export this table to Excel 
using the button on the right-hand side. Of course, choosing your focus industries will not mean simply picking those 
that show up at the top of the list. Local knowledge, understanding of the occupations within the industry, and the train-
ing already in place at your school are just a few important factors, and there may be some trial and error as you move 
through other parts of this process.

Note: Once you’ve got the focus industries you’d like to use you may want to save this group using the “Save Group” tab.

 

SECTION I(C)(1): CRITERION 5

However, sorting things this way will not necessarily bring back emerging industries showing growth, as their growth 
may be dwarfed by that of established industries. To find these industries, corresponding with criterion 5 in the Solicita-
tion, make sure that you are looking at all of the 5 digit industries (you may need to go to the “Trim” tab and choose “Reset,” 
if you’ve just followed the previous step) and then click the heading which reads “% Change.” This will sort the SOCs by 
those adding the greatest proportion of new jobs, which will hopefully indicate emerging industries showing growth. As 
with the previous sort, picking the focus industries from this list will require knowledge of the region and may be a pro-
cess of trial and error as the process goes on.

IDENTIFYING HIGH GROWTH/HIGH DEMAND INDUSTRIES IN YOUR REGION
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 . . . Make sure you’ve actually got industries, not occupations. The CBJTGs require industry focus which then shows how the 
school will train for the occupations in those industries. Industries are things like “Offices of Physicians” and “Semiconductor 
and electronic component manufactring,” whereas “Registered Nursing” and “Chemical and Plant Systems Operators” are 
occupations staffed in industries. However, if you have chosen occupations, it’s easy enough to find the industries that staff 
them. 

Ensure that you have selected a Region>>
Click Occupation tool>>
Click Inverse Staffing Patterns>>
Select Growth Period>>
Under “Timeframe” use the drop down boxes to select the base year and projection year for o which you would like to access 
data (e.g. 2006-2016)
Select Area>>
Under “Result Set” select “Region.”
Select Limit>>
Under “Limit Results” use the drop down box to select the number of industries to display. For our purposes, choose “Top 10 
Industries.”
Select Occupation>>
Under “Add Occupation” first select the 5 digit level of SOC occupation detail. Next, use the drop down boxes, or click the 
magnifying glass icon to find the occupation. Click “Add” when you have found the correct occupation. 
Click Run>>

Do similar reports for other occupations separately. Once you get the outputs, sort through the industries and choose the 
most appropriate industry employing your focus occupation. Then take that industry and pull back the data for it.

Click the Economic Forecaster tab>>
Ensure that you have selected a Region>>
Click Industry tool>>
Click Industry Report>>
Select Growth Period>>
Under “Timeframe” use the drop down boxes to select 2007 as the base year and 2012 as the projection year. We recommend 
this five year projection, but you can choose whatever range you like. 
Select Result Set>>
Under “Result Set” select the box next to “Top Occupations.”
Select Add Industry>>
Add the industry you’d like to view here.
Click Run>>

IF YOU’VE ALREADY CHOSEN YOUR INDUSTRIES . . .
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By some means you should now have the industries your application will focus on. Now you’ll need to pull back the occupa-
tions that staff that industry so you can show where you’ll focus training efforts.

Click the Economic Forecaster tab>>
Ensure that you have selected a Region>>
Click Industry tool>>
Click Staffing Patterns>>
Select Growth Period>>
Select Area>>

Under “Result Set” select “region.”
Select Limit>>

Under “Limit Results” use the drop down box to select the number of occupations to display.  For our purposes, choose 
“Top 30 Occupations.”

Select Additional Columns>>

Choose to return the “Education Level” or “Median Earnings” for the occupations staffing the industry you’re explor-
ing.

Select Industry>>

Input the industry you’d like to see occupations for and click “Add.” 
Click Run>>

Using the “Education Level” or “Median Earnings” you should be able to identify the occupations that you can feasibly train 
for and attract workers to.

To bring in more data to further support your decision to train for those industries you can meet both Criterion 2 and 3 in 
Section  I(C)(1) using the Economic Impact module.

Click the Economic Impact tab>>
Ensure that you have selected a Region>>
Click Industry tool>>
Click Run Industry Scenario>>
Select Industry>>

Under “Choose Industry” use the drop down boxes to select the sector and industry for which you would like to access 
data… Or click the icon and search for the industry. Finding the exact focus industry in the I-O codes may not be pos-
sible. If it isn’t, pick the closest digit level to the industry you’re interested in showing impact for. We’ll deal with this 
further under the “Subtract Jobs” step.

Select Modification Type>>

Under “Modify Industry” check the circle box next to “Jobs.” 
Subtract Jobs>>

In order to show the current positive impact of your focus industry you will show the support the industry currently 
provides to the region by removing all of the jobs in the industry.  You will notice that above the “Add/Subtract” box we 
have the “Current Jobs” figure. If you’re in the exact industry you’ve chosen to focus on, enter the “Current Jobs” figure 
with a minus sign in front of it. If you’re not in the exact focus industry, subtract the job numbers  that you’ve pulled 
for that industry from the Economic Forecaster (for those numbers to be accurate they must be for the current year; in 
other words historic, confirmed data, which is, as of this writing, 2006). Click the “Add/Subtract” button. The scenario 
will appear below.

Choose Results Set>>

Under “Results Set” select the circle box next to Jobs.

Click Run>> 

MOVING FROM INDUSTRIES TO OCCUPATIONS WITH STAFFING PATTERNS

FINDING THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF INDUSTRIES
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As criteria 2 and 3 are phrased in the Solicitation, there will be some bleed in how we apply the various elements the report 
returns. Also, if you’re incorporating other data outside of our tools, you can shift these results to suit that. As it is, though, 
we’ll make some suggestions about how to use these results here. 

SECTION I(C)(1): CRITERION 2

To show the significance of the industry in your region the first three items in the executive summary should give the stron-
gest support. “Jobs Change” shows the total jobs dependent in your region dependent on your focus industry. It represents 
total impact—the jobs that you subtracted on the previous page, plus all ripple effect jobs. The “Earnings Change” shows the 
number of dollars earned in your region which depend on your focus industry. And the “Earnings/Worker Change” shows 
how your deletion of jobs affects the average annual earnings per worker throughout your region.

 SECTION I(C)(1): CRITERION 3

The multipliers show direct correlations between growth in your industry and growth in all other industries. The multipliers 
shown are multipliers for the whole scenario. If you entered a job loss of 1000 for your focus industry, for example, and the 
scenario jobs multiplier is 2.5, this means that the model predicts a total loss of 2,500 jobs (including the original 1,000 jobs 
lost that you originally entered). Inversely, this means that job additions will result in proportional growth in other industries. 
So, ten jobs added to this industry, means a total of 25 jobs added throughout the economy. 

It might be helpful to run another scenario, one showing moderate growth (100 jobs or so), and then use the “Scenario 
Results (All Affected Industries)” table to demonstrate how growth in this industry affects growth in the other industries, 
specifically. 

EXPLANATION OF ADDITIONAL TABLES

The “Scenario Results” section shows a large expandable table that shows the full results of the impact scenario on all indus-
tries in the regional economy (generally at a 4-digit NAICS level of detail). At first only industry super-sectors are shown; click 
the icon to drill down to higher levels of detail.

The table columns include:
Original Jobs/Earnings: total jobs or earnings in the industry before the changes you entered went into effect (based on 
most recent available data).
Current Jobs/Earnings: the total jobs or earnings in the industry after the ripple effects of your scenario were felt.
Change and % Change: the total and percent change in jobs or earnings for each industry.
Earnings per Worker (K): the earnings per worker in each industry.

APPLYING THE IMPACTS
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The last element you’ll want to bring in has to do with industry competencies. You can get these from the Career Pathways 
module.

Click the Career Pathways tab>>
Ensure that you have selected a Region>>
Click Competency Analysis>>
Click Industry Competencies>>
Select Growth Period>>
Select Result Set>>

Under “Result Set” select the box next to “Top Occupations.”
Select Add Industry>>

Add the focus industries that you’d like to see competencies for here.
Click Run>>

The report will bring back the top ten occupations in that industry and their competencies. However, if you’ve selected oc-
cupations not represented here, you will need to run a slightly different report.

Click the Career Pathways tab>>
Ensure that you have selected a Region>>
Click Occupational Analysis>>
Click Occupational Competencies>>
Select Growth Period>>

Under “Timeframe” use the drop down boxes to select 2007 as the base year and 2012 as the projection year. We recom-
mend this five year projection, but you can choose whatever range you like. 

Choose Occupation>>

Add the occupation that you’d like to see competencies for here.
Select Result Set>>

Select all three competency areas.
Click Run>>

Once this report pulls back the competencies, you will probably need to run through and find those that are most pertinent, 
depending on whether you want to go with a data-dump or get more specific. The competencies are a new measure and 
including anything on them will show that your research is keeping up with with the changing requirements. 

INDUSTRY COMPETENCIES



We’ve covered finding industries, showing 
their growth and impact on your regional 
economy, linking those industries to occupa-
tions, and identifying the competencies with-
in those occupations. This should accomplish 
some of the major work for your institution as 
you put together your application. Obviously, 
the argument you make based on the data can 
go any number of ways. Don’t forget that the 
Solicitation allows for types of data other than 
traditional labor market information as well. 
Armed with the data from the SA, you can meet 
with local employers or industry and get direct 
information to further bolster your claims.

The Solicitation requires quite a lot of infor-
mation. Hopefully, this document can help you 
work efficiently on some important research 
and give you more time to make careful deci-
sions about outcome measures and the rest. 

If you have any questions, don’t hesitate to 
contact us in the Customer Solutions Depart-
ment at 866.999.3674 or info@economicmod-
eling.com.

Good Luck!

Customer Solutions at EMSIlCCbenefits
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. . .get the grant.

You’ve got the
data. . .


